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Mapping tutorial Here is a detailed description on the mapping workflow I recommend for our models.



What's mapping Well, it may sound obvious for most of you but let's describe it in few words: • •



Mapping of a 3D model contains the position on the texture of each 3D vertices. Each polygon can receive several textures and can then have a different mapping for each texture. Those different mappings are split by channel in 3DSMax (default channel is 1). We usually don't use multi-channels mapping on cars, except in rare occasion (like cockpit, steering wheels, ...).



3DSMax customization Several tools have to be installed previously to start any mapping task. Of course, the mapping can be done only with default tools but it's just a lot more work that way if you want to guarantee a good mapping quality. 3DSMax must also be configured correctly to make things easier. A new unwrapper An unwrapping tool is used to tweak the mapping once it has been applied. In such tool, you can move the mappping on the texture, resize it, rotate it and connect part of the mapping to another. The default unwrapping tool of 3DSMax is getting better and better but still lacks several functions existing in a third party unwrapper we modified slightly. This unwrapper is looking exactly like the default one provided with 3DSMax so you won't be lost when installing this one if you already know the default tool. Modding@Max This small utility proposes automatic tool for many repetitive tasks in 3DSMax. • • • • •



Modeling tools Mapping tools Export to game tools Cleaning geometries tools Trees building tools



I highly recommend to install and start using this tool now. It just saves time even if you can achieve the same using default 3DSMAX tools.



Checking your model When coming out of the 3D modelers hands, you should get a 3DSMax file, coming with following features: • • • •



a traditional 3DSMax multi sub-material, allowing you to render the model in 3DSMax. Except errors on the model, this material shouldn't be changed. a game material to be able to export. Except errors, this material shouldn't be changed. All textures files (empty) but with the correct size. All objects correctly named and setup to be exported to game in one click.



If you don't have that, please contact your project leader. He did something wrong. Note



The model should contain many common objects like tires, sprinkler, wiper, suspension, brake discs, brake jaws, ... that shouldn't be modified. So, just work on the parts that are really specific to the model.



Some tips to help you during the mapping Before really start to learn mapping, here are few tips to avoid errors and make polygons selection easier. Save your work It may sound obvious but it really worth to be repeated again and again. Mapping requires a lot of actions and is boring so your brain can fly away from time to time. Moreover, it's easy to destroy a lot of things in few clicks. So, just save your work and increment your file number as much as you can. Work with 3DSMax traditional material It's always better to work with the traditional 3DSMax material rather than the game one. 3 reasons for that: • •



Display is quicker and more accurate in the viewport Stability is better



•



Render doesn't work on gaming materials (at least on rFactor 1)



How change the material



The normal way is to unhide all objects, select all of them and then assign the material from the material editor (icon in the top toolbar). It's also possible to do that action using the GMT2-Wizard tool that will do it automatically, even on hidden objects. This function is part of the advanced tools on materials. Hiding useless polygons Each object may use several sub-materials and your scene contains a lot of objects. To make the selection easier, I highly recommend to hide all polygons that you don't need when working on an object. Hiding objects



Objects can be hidden easily by using the layers manager into 3DSMax. The icon is located in the top toolbar, near the render icons. Hiding polygons within an object



Let's assume we want to keep only the polygons assigned with the main BODY texture. • • •



Select the object you want to map (the last one in the scene if you followed the instructions above). Open the bitmap on the right Follow the steps below.



The checkered flag texture To be sure your mapping is perfectly clean, it's highly recommend so replace default textures by textures containing a repeated pattern. That way, you can be easily check if your mapping is stretched or not. If you don't know what is a stretched mapping, please have a look at the picture below. The left part is a bad mapping and the right part is a perfect clean mapping. Just keep in mind we will have to paint logos on our cars and those may be everywhere.



Tips



1. Instead of replacing default textures and then modify the materials, you can paint your pattern directly on them with your favorite 2D tool. You won't need those textures after anyway. 2. Be sure to paint a rather small pattern to be able to check your mapping even on small details. 3. Be sure to use a pattern that is sub-multiplier of the texture size. That way, your texture will be seamless. 4. You can also add few lines of text or any sign to help you to check the direction of your mapping. That will avoid you to flip it later in the Unwrapper. Use a temporary sub-material That point may sound odd to you but it really helps to not miss any polygons. So, it's not something you are forced to do but on models with a lot of polygons, it does really help. •



First, extend your current material with one new sub-material by following the steps shown below. Set it with a flashy color and give it a clear name.



•



Assign all the polygons of the current sub-material you are working on with this new ID (as shown below). Press the Enter key after having written the right ID value.



•



Restore original sub-material only on polygons you have mapped. That way, you'll see the ones you missed owing to the flashy color.



Time for mapping Now, you are ready to start mapping an object. General way Here, I assume:



• • •



Modding@Max tool is open You have assigned a temproary sub-material to your object BODY sub-material You have a nice checkered texture in your BODY sub-material



Let's start by mapping the door. 1. Select Polygon mode (or press shortcut '4') 2. Pick a polygon on the door. This polygon will be used as the reference for the next steps for its position and its normal. 3. Press the [FACE REF.] button on Modding@Max tool as shown below. The number of your face should be displayed in the Modding@Max interface (here '319').



Select all polygons of your door. Assign them with the BODY sub-material in order to see the checkered texture. Press the [UVW MAP] button of Modding@Max interface. Fill the values you need in the Width/Length/Channel text boxes. See below for more information. 8. Press the [UVW SET] button to push those values to the UVW_Mapping modifier. 9. Press the [COLLAPSE STACK] button to finalize the operation. 4. 5. 6. 7.



At this point, you should get the following result:



Values for width/length



Here is a table of the values I usually put depending on the texture size. It can look a bit like magic numbers but it came from experience. With those values, the whole car should fit on the 2048x1024 BODY texture we use. That said, if it doesn't fit or if some space remains, it's always possible to scale the mapping at the end. Texture size



Width



Height



2048x2048



7.0



7.0



2048x1024



3.5



7.0



1024x1024



3.5



3.5



1024x512



1.75



3.5



512x512



1.75



1.75



512x256



0.875



1.75



•



If your checkered texture appears with rectangles instead of squares, you may have to invert those values. A button has been added in Modding@Max v1.21 for that purpose.



UVW Quick



Once you are satisfied with your values, you can jump some steps to be even quicker. Just press the [UVW QUICK] button will do steps 6 to 9. When you want a normal to 2 polygons



When you want to map the roof of a car, it's often built by symmetry and then normal to one polygon isn't the perfect solution. You would like to use an average normal to 2 polygons. Just select those 2 polygons and press the [Face Ref.] button. The 2 faces normals will be taken and the mapping will done from the average of both. Only the position of the first is used for the position of the gizmo though but that's not a problem. Top of the door



If you look closely to the result obtained, you'll notice the top of the door is stretched. The squares are more looking like rectangles than square. Those top polygons aren't on the same plane than the rest of the door. So, you have to change the reference face and redo the steps for those polygons. Here is the result below after I rebuilt the 3 upper rows of polygons. Now, the mapping is correct but of course, the polygons are not connected anymore on the mapping. This is the limit of the magic.



Connect mapping groups Each time you apply an UVWMap modifier on a group of polygons, it creates a group of mapping, called ELEMENT in 3DSMax. The next step is to connect some of them together to make the task easier for the painter. Time to unwrap the mapping. • • •



Select the polygons of the door Press the [UNWRAP] button of the Modding@Max tool A new tool should appear. Follow the steps on this picture now.



1. 2. 3. 4.



Click on FACE mode. Check SELECT BY ELEMENT. Click on MOVE mode. Select all elements and move them to avoid they overlap.



•



Now, it's time to connect those elements. It can be done manually, by rotating and moving vertices but it's fastidious. Let's use the STITCH SELECTED tool.



1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



Click on EDGE mode. Uncheck SELECT BY ELEMENT. Select the edge marked in RED on the screenshot. Select the TOOLS>STITCH SELECTED menu. A small window should appear. Uncheck the SCALE CLUSTERS. As we used same values for WIDTH and LENGTH for all elements, it's not needed and may create mistakes instead. 6. Press the OK button. The second element containing the edge connected to the edge you selected has been moved and the 2 edges are perfectly connected.



•



The final touch is to perfectly connect vertices together like shown below.



•



2 tools are used to achieve that result:



1. Moving the vertices with the SNAP activated (see 1 on the picture). 2. Using the TARGET WELD tool. Once checked, you can move a vertex on another and it'll perfectly snap AND connect. But, this tool can only move one vertex so it's important to move vertices with the traditional MOVE tool before to keep the mapping as perfect as possible. When both vertices of an edge are correctly connected, the green line showing the separation between elements vanished. Pay attention to this TARGET WELD tool though: it remains checked until you click on another tool like MOVE/ROTATE or SCALE. •



Now, it's time to press the [COLLAPSE STACK] button of Modding@Max tool.
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lm 

daille mililaire on troit au salut des miliaires du meme grade non renggis ou nondeora. Le salut n'est pasdi parles gendarines aux sous-officiers, caporaux et ...
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Heizmäntel LM Heating jacket LM Couverture chauffante LM 

... die eine getrennte Steuerung der unteren und der oberen Hälfte des Mantels erlauben. - Regelbereich: 0 bis 90°C. - Schutzart: je nach Anschluss > IP 40. 5.
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LM 400 

Description : Mortier‐colle industriel, prêt à l'emploi, à base de ciment blanc Portland de résistance supérieure (I‐52,5), aux granulats de marbre blanc et aux ...
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belfort - VARS-LM 

Jan 6, 2014 - Camille. 18 CHAUDET. Amandine. 17 LE BORGNE. Louise. 20 VICENTE. Maelys. 19 PEROL. Emma. 21 GIBARD. Eva. 22 VERNIER. CÃ©cile.
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LM OFFA - EAP 

mÃªme de la Fonction publique et participent, Ã  ce titre, Ã  l'Ã©volution et Ã  .... stratÃ©giques avec les organes de gouvernance de l'Office devant permettre Ã  ces.
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Dymo LM 100 
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Liasse fiscale LM HOLDING 

1B. 1C. 1D. 1E. NÂ° 2051. - SD. â€“ (SDNC-DGFiP) - Octobre 2017. L.M. HOLDING. 90 000. 9 000. 96 778. -7 363. 188 414. 338 471. 1 453. 1. 339 927. 528 342 ...
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Dymo LM 220p 
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Dymo LM 400 
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Dymo LM 210d 
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DIH3-3-LM 

DIH3-3-LM. BoÃ®te de sortie un groupe avec pattes de montage et vis. 2 po de profondeur. Fonte d'aluminium. GÃ©nÃ©ral. Type: BoÃ®tes universelles pour appareils.
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Technology Mapping 

an AND-OR-INVERT. ... the area calculations, or modify the delay cost and .... "Logic Decomposition Algorithms for the Time Optimization of Multi-Level Logic", p.
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Liasse fiscale LM INSTRUMENTATION 

VJ. VK. TOTAUX. Ã‰TAT DES DETTES. Montant brut. 1. A 1 an au plus. 2. A plus d'1 an et 5 ans au plus. 3. A plus de 5 ans. 4. Ã‰tat et autres collectivitÃ©s.
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Dymo LM 260p 
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Dymo LM 120p 
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Dymo LM 100plus 
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Dymo LM 360d 
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Dymo LM 350d 
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tutorial - GreenOrb 

TUTORIAL. A quick guide that shows how to use the main features of the Java Novel Generator. 1. Ready to start. When you start the application, you should find ...
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UIML Tutorial 

UIML language elements and structure. 2. Separation of ... This tutorial assumes that you are familier with Java AWT component names, attributes and layout. ... We want to put the message and button inside the dialog and arrange them vertically. ....
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Octopus tutorial 

place several branches close to one another without damaging the mesh. This tutorial shows an example of an adaptive skin mesh made from a ZSphere model ...
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DB2 Tutorial 

A â€œschemaâ€� in DB2 refers to a qualifying name used to group objects together .... Click on the download for the Company database and save it to your z: drive.
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Liasse fiscale LM FACTORY 

LM FACTORY. 4 1 8 3 7 8 0 0 6 ... LM FACTORY. 100 000 .... CADRE B par virement de poste Ã  poste. 1 par cessions Ã  des tiers ou mises hors service ou ...
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EX Heating jacket LM 

Ihren lokalen Ansprechpartner finden Sie auf unserer Internetseite www.denios.com. You`ll find your local partner on our InterNet side www.denios.com.
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